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Nicholas Roerich (1874–1947), a traveller, 
archaeologist, writer, philosopher and public 

document in the world concerned with the 
protection of  cultural monuments; it has been 
adopted by the United Nations and UNESCO, 
and is called the Roerich Pact.

Roerich dedicated his entire life to a search for 

only person at that time to have such a concept of  

philosophers and writers of  the end of  the 19th and 
start of  the 20th centuries were convinced of  the 
commonality of  terrestrial and cosmic civilisations.

Following on from the Western, Eastern and Russian 
philosophers who were his predecessors, Roerich 
genuinely believed in the existence of  higher, non-
terrestrial powers that nobody could see, and who 
revealed themselves only to their selected emissaries 

“Shambhala”, and it would become for him the 

that had common roots in the past.

As a historian and archaeologist Roerich had from 
his young days spent a lot of  time at excavations in 
ancient Russian towns. The objects found during 

of  the artist Roerich, who painted pictures devoted 
to Russia’s ancient history (Foreign Guests, 
1901; Overseas Guests, 1902, and others) in the 
1900s–1910s.
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However, it was not the reproduction of  subjects 
that interested Roerich: his main aim, then and later, 

legends which he painted had on viewers.

The savage customs of  the Ancient Slavs (Idols, 
1901) or strange rituals that were incomprehensible 
in the 20th century (Earthly Spell, 1907) were, 

It was these themes that Roerich introduced into 

was invited by Sergei Diaghilev to participate in a 

in the 1920s–1940s was to search for traces of  the 
movement of  peoples from the East to the West and 
for proof  of  the immense role that India, China and 
Siberia had played in civilisation. He lived mainly in 
India during these decades, and died there in 1947. 
He organised several expeditions, travelling hundreds 

the inhabitants of  monasteries and villages.

Something that was just as important in Roerich’s 
expeditions, and perhaps more so, was his paintings. 
The artist created a multiplicity of  mountain 
landscapes that are not repetitive. He recorded 

these pictures.

apart from mountains. A few canvases on subjects 
from Russian history and mythology (Igor’s Campaign, 

exceptions that he produced during the Second World 

subject from Soviet wartime reality that the artist 

the victory in 1945 Roerich painted the symbolical 
canvas “Remember!” (1947). There is nothing in it 

Midnight Time. 1940
Tempera on canvas

“Remember!”. 1947
Tempera on canvas

Idols.1901

49x58 cm

where some people are standing. White snow-

of  structure just distinguishable on one of  them. 
Does it metaphorically represent Shambhala, the 

after him, was searching for in the hope of  help for 

number of  the paintings on display were given to 
the museum by the artist himself  or by his sons, 
George and Svetoslav.


